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Abstract—Recent eye tracking research in the field of software
engineering has proposed novel visualizations linking developer’s
gazes with the source code artifacts to better understand how de-
velopers comprehend source code artifacts potentially consisting
of several different files. In addition, it is well established that
cognitive processes can be monitored by recording the change
in pupil dilation. Recent pupillometry studies in the software
engineering field have shown that pupil dilation can be used either
as an indicator of cognitive load or task difficulty. We envision
to create a tool for visualizing pupil dilation linked to source
code artifacts that can help to better understand the cognitive
processes of a developer during code comprehension tasks in
terms of cognitive load. In this paper, we describe a feasibility
study we conducted to enable a more fine-grained analysis of
pupil dilation and we demonstrate some preliminary results.

Index Terms—pupil dilation, code comprehension, cognitive
load

I. INTRODUCTION

The process of software development is a complex activity,

highly iterative, interleaved and loosely ordered and it requires

both technical knowledge and extensive abstraction capabili-

ties [1]. Moreover, it requires developers to understand the

requirements presented, to comprehend a large and complex

system including other related software artifacts, and to form

an internal representation of the problem in their working

memory before performing maintenance activities (e.g., mod-

ifying a code snippet’s functionality) [2], [3].

Existing work has used eye trackers to investigate de-

velopers’ behaviour while they read source code [4], [5]

and comprehend diagrams [6]. An overview of related eye

tracking studies in the software engineering field is provided in

[7]. Moreover, tools like iTrace/iTraceVis [8] which provide

informative visualizations of gaze-based features linked with

the source code artifacts have been developed, in order to

enable a better understanding on how developers behave to

comprehend software artifacts (e.g. source code snippets) or

what there reading patterns are.

Eye trackers can also capture the pupil diameter. Pupil dila-

tions and fixations are complementary features; pupil dilations

have long been recognised in literature [9]–[11] as related

to cognitive load and are under control of the autonomous

nervous system whereas fixations are more often associated

with attentional processes [12] that can at least partly be

controlled by the user.

In particular, it was observed that the more demanding a

cognitive task is, the greater the pupil dilation is [13]–[15].

In addition, researchers have explored the application of pupil

dilation in several human computer interaction scenarios [16]

and also in some code comprehension studies [17].

However, there is no current visualization solution which

allows cognitive processes (e.g., cognitive load) to be linked

with the actual content of software artifacts, in particular

source code snippets. Consequently, we envision to provide

a visualization tool for graphically presenting pupil dilations

as an indicator of cognitive processes linked with where a

developer fixated on software artifacts. This, in turn, will

provide a more fine grained analysis of cognitive processes

and thereby help to better understand and identify which

cognitive processes of the developer may lead to coding bugs

or bugs escaping their attention. Fig. 1 shows an example of

our envisioned visualization. In the figure, the fixations of a

developer are indicated as circles and the duration of each

fixation as the size of the circle. Additionally, the fixations

are colored based on the pupil dilations which is an indicator

of cognitive load.

Fig. 1. Example of a developer reading source code. The location of fixations
is indicated as circles. The size of the circle indicates the duration of a fixation.
Additionally, the color of the circle shows the values of pupil dilation, an
indicator of cognitive load

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In

Section II, we discuss existing related work for analysing and

visualizing eye tracking data (gazes and pupil). In Section

III, we describe our method for extracting and visualizing

pupil dilation. In Section IV, we present a feasibility study we

conducted to validate our method to visualize the eye tracking

data (gazes and pupil) along with some preliminary results.

Finally, in Section V, we conclude with a summary and future

work.
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II. RELATED WORK

There are several existing tools for analyzing and visualizing

eye tracking data available online1 and also summarized by a

recent survey [18]. These tools can be categorized as:

1) Visualization for eye-movements

2) Visualization for pupil diameter

Many existing tools in the first category visualize the

eye movements using heatmaps and gazeplots. For example,

GazeVisToolBox2 is a MATLAB package that provides visu-

alization such as heatmaps and gazeplots. Moreover, SEQIT

[19] is a visualization software designed for sequence analysis

of eye tracking data. In addition, EyeCode3 provides analysis

of developers’ gaze and visualizes the movement between lines

of source code over time, shows the total number of fixations

on a line, and also provides flow charts to show the developers’

gaze movement.

In the second category, many of the tools were implemented

as MATLAB and R packages and provide 2D graphs to

visualize the processed pupil diameter in relation to time, e.g.,

PupilPreprocessing4.

To combine eye movements and other physiological mea-

surements (e.g., pupil diameter, electrodermal activity) for

the needs of code comprehension research, CodersMuse was

developed [20]. CodersMuse provides an environment for ex-

ploring synchronized, conjoint multi-modal data, specifically

designed for program comprehension. The eye movements and

other physiological measurements are integrated in the same

environment, but still are visualized in different views, i.e.,

one of the views shows the eye movements overlaid on the

software artifact (e.g., source code snippet) and other views

show the physiological measurements as 2D graphs.

Additionally, physiological heatmaps is a visualization tool

which links users’ physiological measurements (e.g., pupil

diameter, heart rate) with the eye movements on interfaces

and HCI artifacts to help identifying regions where on the

artifact users experienced an emotion [21].

While the aforementioned tools are sufficient to study how

people read a fixed sized stimulus (e.g., a sentence or a few

lines of source code), they are not suitable to study how

developers comprehend an entire software system, because

they are not able to visualize more than what fits on a screen

at a time. Moreover, most of these tools besides physiological

heatmaps, require the researcher to manually identify and

define the areas of interest (AOI).

To address this, tools like iTrace/iTraceVis [22], [23] have

been developed to provide an automatic detection of AOIs

based on the gaze points and to visualize developers’ gaze

points on large source code files after a session where a

developer is scrolling and switching between files. Using data

1https://github.com/davebraze/FDBeye/wiki/
Researcher-Contributed-Eye-Tracking-Tools

2https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/
56236-djangraw-gazevistoolbox

3http://emipws.org/sample-page/2013-analyzing-experts-gaze/
visualizations/\#eyecode

4https://github.com/anne-urai/pupil preprocessing tutorial

from iTrace, iTraceVis provides a heatmap and static gaze map

plot which are common visualization types for eye tracking

data and also includes a line graph which visualizes how

a developer reads lines of software artifacts. In addition, it

includes a dynamic gaze map which enables the real-time

playback of the eye tracking gazes of a developer. Similarly,

another approach visualized eye tracking data from iTrace

using process mining to investigate the reading patterns of

developers [24].

As an extension to existing methods, we envision to pro-

vide a visualization tool that combines eye movements and

other physiological measurements (e.g., pupil diameter) and

graphically presents cognitive processes linked with the actual

content of the source code artifacts (e.g., source code elements)

where developers fixated on. This, in turn, will enable a more

fine grained analysis and help better understand developers’

cognitive processes during the software development process.

III. PROPOSED VISULIZATION METHOD

To investigate the feasibility of visualizing pupil dilations

linked to the actual content of where developers fixated on

the source code artifacts, we designed and implemented the

method shown in Fig. 2. This method consists of identifying

fixations, extracting pupil dilations from pupil diameter data

and graphically demonstrating the pupil dilation linked to

where developers fixated on the software artifact (e.g. source

code snippet).

The method takes as input the collected data from iTrace, a

set of configured variables, a rendering of the software artifact

used and then produces the visualization. An example of the

produced visualization is shown in Fig. 3, and Fig. 4. In this

section, we present details about each step of the method and

the corresponding challenges are discussed.

A. Collect Data

The first activity is the collection of eye tracking data using

iTrace [25], a plug-in for Eclipse. iTrace captures eye tracking

data and links them to software artifacts while developer

navigate and read source code. These data enable the link

of a gaze point (x,y) to the respective source code element

including the line and column number that developer looked

at, they entail a timestamp (eye trackers’ timestamp) and also

the pupil diameter.

Pupil diameter is influenced by several factors, for example,

by the change of light conditions, by the developers eyes’

physiology and by the sleepiness of the developer [26]. To

reduce likelihood of recording changes of the pupil diameter

which are due to changes in the brightness of the room

or screen, we suggest using a designated room where light

conditions can be controlled as well as using experimental

material that does not change the brightness of the screen.

Moreover, before recording data we suggest that the de-

velopers should be selected based on their vision capabilities

and if they wear glasses they should be checked whether they

are suitable to use (e.g., unscratched, without bi-focal lenses)

[27]. In addition, a proper calibration needs to be performed
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Fig. 2. The method of visualizing pupil dilations linked to the actual content of source code artifacts that developers fixated at.

and check needs to be made that eye tracking data can be

recorded from the person.

B. Configuration

Once the data are collected, some variables need to be

configured before the next steps of the method can be applied.

Based on the equipment used during the experiment these

variables can be determined: the operational frequency of the

eye tracker, the name of the task under investigation, the

velocity threshold for detecting fixations and saccades, the

screen distance, the screen resolution, the minimum saccadic

duration, and also the region for interpolating pupil diameter

measurements before and after the blink.

C. Clean and partition data

Once the data are collected from all participants and the

configuration is set, it is necessary to clean and partition the

data before applying any analysis. First, we check the sampling

rate of the collected data and ensure that the data loss is not

greater than 2-3% of the sample. Next, we detect artifacts such

as blinks and gazes which are out of the area of interest. Then,

we partition the data sets based on source code files.

In the context of this paper, the area of interest (AOI) is

defined as the gazes on the source code snippets. Because

iTrace also captures gazes on other Eclipse views which are

outside of the editor window we filtered those using linear

interpolation.

D. Detect gaze-based features

After the data is cleaned and partitioned, we continue with

detecting gaze-based features (i.e., the fixations and saccades).

The process of detecting these features can be done in different

ways. An overview of different algorithms identifying these

gaze-based features can be found in [27]. In our case, we

applied a velocity-based threshold algorithm similar to the

ones described in [28] and obtained a time series of labelled

gaze data.

E. Filter pupil diameter

Once the gaze-based features are extracted, we proceed with

filtering the pupil diameter data. These data often contain

outliers and missing data points that usually are generated

due to blinks, look away moments, or glitches from the eye

tracking device itself, and thus filtering is required before

analysis. Filtering is not a trivial task and, in our method,

we followed the guidelines provided in [29] and used linear

interpolation.

F. Estimate pupil dilation

Once we filtered the pupil diameter measurements, we

continued to estimate the pupil dilations. First, the average

pupil diameter for each fixation was calculated and then

we subtracted the grand mean of all fixations average pupil

diameters, resulting in the pupil dilation for each fixation.

G. Visualizing

The visualization was achieved in two steps. First, we

marked each fixation on top of the line/column of the linked

source code element using a circle identifier (see Fig. 3 and

Fig. 4). Next, each fixation was color-mapped based on the

pupil dilation value estimated in the previous step. The pupil

dilation values typically range between 0 – 0.3 mm. The colors

are selected to form a gradient which ranges between 0 – 0.3

mm and changes every 0.05 mm to denote more visibly the

change of pupil diameter.

Our visualization method does not preserve any temporal

relationship between fixations, i.e., the scan path is not visible.

To make it easier to see multiple overlaid fixations and to

emulate smaller eye movements that occur during fixations

(e.g., tremors, drifts, microsaccades), the exact location is

jittered and moved underneath the relevant source code line

to slightly offset the location of where the fixations appear

on the source code. Moreover, our method does not preserve

the physical properties of the eyes, where eye movements are

faster than pupil dilations. Further analysis and alignment is

required to reach that goal.

IV. FEASIBILITY STUDY

This section briefly describes the study we conducted to

validate the process to visualize eye tracking data linked to the

software artifact and demonstrates some preliminary results.

A. Study Design and Execution

The main aim of this study is to investigate the feasibility

of visualizing pupil dilations, an indicator of cognitive load,

linked with the content of the software artifact that a developer

fixated on.

We conducted a lab experiment with 8 subjects that had

an academic background in Computer Science or related

engineering field. Each subject performed 5 source code com-

prehension tasks as we recorded eye tracking measurements.

1) Subjects: Eight volunteering subjects were included in

the study. The subjects were selected based on their vision

condition (i.e., they had normal or corrected to normal vision)

and also their knowledge in object-oriented programming

languages.
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the fixations and pupil dilation of one
developer (Participant 4) performing an easy task.

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the fixations and pupil dilation of one
developer (Participant 4) performing a difficult task.

2) Task Description: Subjects were asked to perform code

comprehension tasks. These comprehension tasks were taken

from [17] and translated into Java. In this study, we selected

one type of comprehension task, i.e., code snippets for cre-

ating four shape objects (Circles, Squares, Rectangles, and

Triangles) and drawing them in some order on the screen. We

included five code snippets with varying levels of difficulty

(i.e., three easy and two difficult). In particular the easy tasks

consisted of a few variable names (mnemonic or generic

naming) to impact subjects’ working memory by interfering

with their ability to remember the mapping between variable

name and its shape. One of difficult task consisted of a loop

that adds variables of shapes in an array by using a complex

mathematical function to impact subjects working memory

(for remembering the order of shapes) and their mathematical

skills. The other difficult task consisted of double-nested

question-mark-colon operator requiring a subject’s mathemat-

ical and working memory abilities.

During the experiment subjects were instructed to read

through the code and identify the last three shapes drawn on

the screen (choosing among five possible answers). Syntax

highlighting was enabled and there are no comments explain-

ing the functionality of the code. Moreover, subjects never had

to write or execute the code and were only allowed to read,

scroll and navigate between the tasks. Each of the tasks was

designed to take between 2-5 minutes for completion, however,

there was no time limit for completing them.

3) Instrumentation: All the tasks were provided to the

subjects in the Eclipse IDE and each task was defined as a

different project. This was done in order to prevent subjects

from taking their eyes away from the monitor. Moreover, for

collecting the eye movement data, we used a Tobii 300X eye

tracker with sampling rate of 300Hz. Tobii 300X is stationary

and attached to the bottom of the screen. The monitor used

in the study was 23-inch and had a resolution of 96 dpi

(1920x1080). Moreover, the monitor and the eye tracker were

placed in a distance of 60cm from the subject. The text font

was increased to 14-point size and also we added 2 extra lines

between each source code line to reduce the estimation error

which occurs with the translation of the detected fixations to

line and column.

4) Study Procedure: The study was conducted in a des-

ignated room for eye tracking to minimize interruptions and

to control the light conditions. When the subject arrived at

the designated room, we first asked the subject to fill-in a

screen questionnaire to ensure that the subject was eligible for

the experiment. The two main criteria for eligibility were that

the subject was knowledgable in object-oriented programming

languages and that the subject had normal or corrected to

normal vision. In the case the subject wore glasses, we checked

the glasses if they were in a suitable condition (e.g., un-

scratched, without bi-focal lenses). If the subject was eligible

then the consent form was signed. Afterwards, we provided

each subject with an introduction of the study procedure and

how to interact with iTrace and how to navigate between the

different tasks. Each subject was asked to work on five tasks:

one warm-up task and four tasks which were measured (i.e.,

two easy and two difficult ones). After the completion of all

the tasks, we asked the subject to fill-in a post-questionnaire

to rank their perceived difficulty for each task. Subjects were

allowed to go back and re-familiarize themselves with the

tasks.

B. Preliminary Results

Next we applied our method, and Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show

a representative example of the generated visualization for an

easy and a difficult task of the same subject.

From Fig.3 we can infer a low number of fixations, and

this is expected since this was a fairly simple task. On the

other hand, Fig. 4 illustrates the difficult task which is more

demanding, which in line with our expectations, shows a high

number of fixations.

In addition, in Fig. 3 the pupil dilation values range between

0 to 0.113mm whereas in Fig. 4 the pupil dilation values
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range between 0 to 0.259 mm. The task depicted in Fig. 4

was designed to be more challenging and impact the subjects’

memory and mathematical skills, which may explain the

higher maximum value of pupil dilations.

Similar results were observed in the other subjects. These

preliminary results seem promising and imply that the visual-

ization of pupil dilation as an indicator of cognitive load linked

on subject’s fixations on the software artifact is technically

possible and it may help to provide insight into the underlying

cognitive processes of a developer.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a method we designed and

implemented using MATLAB that allows us to investigate

the feasibility of visualizing pupil dilations, an indicator of

cognitive load, linked with where a developer fixated on a

software artifact. Moreover, we presented the results of a

preliminary study where subjects read code snippets in Eclipse

IDE. The tasks were designed with varying levels of difficulty

to impact subjects’ working memory and mathematical skills.

We observed that the tasks designed to be difficult can be

visually differentiated from the easy tasks. The difficult tasks

presented a higher number of fixations and broader range of

pupil dilations whereas the easy tasks presented fewer fixations

and smaller range of pupil dilations. Our results demonstrate

that it may be possible to visualize cognitive processes linked

to the content of the software artifact.

In our future work, we plan to create a more automated

visualization software and also to extend and improve on

the method and visualization to overcome the current short-

comings. One improvement will be to consider the physical

property of the eyes, where eye movements are faster than

pupil dilations and consider this latency when aligning the

pupil dilations and the eye movements. Another improvement,

will be to incorporate the temporal aspect to enable visualizing

the order that fixations occurred and the fixation durations.
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